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Public versus Private?

http://www.examiner.com/article/the-continuum
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B4 Internet 1st digital wave Now Tomorrow?

Power and ease of technology Control over personal data



The exponentially increasing digitization, automatisation, and 
robotisation of our society will soon present major ethical challenges 





Information 
Data 

‘Knowledge’ 
Content



Google knows more about you than your wife or your husband



Facebook knows what we say but Google knows what we think:)



Has Facebook become a gigantic spyware platform?
http://saintsal.com/facebook/



The data abuse we already know about is only  
the tip of the iceberg
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‘Gradually, then suddenly’



The dilemma: getting noticed vs being left alone



New middlemen that act like neutral brokers yet are anything but…





Is the concept of privacy really unfit for the digital age ?



Should we really want to ‘end anonymity’?



‘All that happens must be known’

Source Flickr:   http://www.flickr.com/photos/tjblackwell/5328104477/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/tjblackwell/5328104477/


‘Software is eating the world’  
- but we are still applying values, laws and regulations from 1995



Data security, privacy, anonymity, digital rights and digital 
ethics are becoming defining issues for our society



Expect a kind of ‘Data Fukushima’ for the



“By the 2020s, most diseases will go away as nanobots become smarter than current 
medical technology. Normal human eating can be replaced by nanosystems. The Turing 

test begins to be passable. Self-driving cars begin to take over the roads. 

By the 2030s, virtual reality will begin to feel 100% real.  
We will be able to upload our mind/consciousness by the end of the decade. 

By the 2040s, non-biological intelligence will be a billion times more capable than biological intelligence  

Ray Kurzweil
http://singularityhub.com/2015/01/26/ray-kurzweils-mind-boggling-predictions-for-the-next-25-years/

The future according to Ray Kurzweil (Singularity)



http://singularityhub.com/2015/01/26/ray-kurzweils-mind-boggling-predictions-for-the-next-25-years/

This will be an 
absolutely crucial 

moment…



Welcome to ‘HellVen'



Disembodiment everywhere



The big data illusion - better algorithms, smarter software, 
faster connectivity and ‘cloud brains’ will solve everything?
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“Nothing vast enters the lives of 
mortals without a curse” Sophocles



We are experiencing a kind of cognitive dissonance: we know what is 
happening with our data but we don’t want to miss out on being connected
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How could we live without our external brains and digital helpers?



A fact of digital life: network effects are extremely powerful 
- can we really expect to ‘have the cake and eat it’ ? 



Privacy  
and  

Anonymity

Connectivity 
and 

Convenience







If you don’t pay 
you are  

the content



Privacy is key societal challenge - and a huge  
positioning and business opportunity for Switzerland



Should we just pay more to be more private?



Reframing required



“Ethics are moral principles that govern a person's or 
group's behaviour. Synonyms: moral code, morals, morality, 
values, rights and wrongs, principles, ideals, standards (of 
behaviour), value systems, virtues, dictates of conscience” 

Source: Oxford Dictionaries

https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=define+morality&sa=X&ei=FM5pVJ2TBIOsPbirgKAH&ved=0CCMQ_SowAA
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Technology does not have ethics



The power of technology already exceeds the scope of our ethics



Trust

Technology

Ethics

Standards
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Human-centric technology should not be about ‘Either/Or’,  Yes/No…





What do you believe in?



Log out. Don’t click ‘Yes’. Uninstall apps. Browse 
privately. Don’t support tracking. Report abuse. OBSERVE.



Being in the moment is a choice we make





Ethics of ‘livingry’



Time for global 
digital rights 

standard 
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